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ABSTRACT This paper presents an active frequency selective surface (AFSS) with a wide reconfigurable

passband. The tuning mechanism was investigated with an equivalent circuit which consists of a parallel

L–C resonant circuit and a series L–C resonant circuit. A cross-loop slot was selected as a unit cell, and

varactor diodes were added across the slot to tune the passband. The effects of various bias configurations

on the transmission coefficients were studied. The simulation results showed that a reconfigurable passband

ranged from 2.92 to 5.74 GHz was obtained with a variable capacitance from 0.8 to 0.1 pF. A prototype of

the proposed AFSS was fabricated and measured. The measurement results showed that the passband was

altered from 2.94 to 5.66 GHz if the biasing voltage of varactor diodes was increased from 4 to 18V. The

measurement and simulation results agree well with each other.

INDEX TERMS Tunable frequency selective surface (FSS), active frequency selective surface (AFSS),

reconfigurable frequency selective surface (RFSS), varactor diode.

I. INTRODUCTION

The frequency selective surface (FSS) has been extensively

investigated in the past decades due to its widespread appli-

cations in the fields of antenna, absorber, radome and shield-

ing [1]. With the rapid development of wireless technology,

utilizations of the FSS for mitigating radio frequency (RF)

interference or improvement of electromagnetic shielding are

on the rise [2], [3]. The ability to electrically tune or alter the

frequency response is in great demand for various applica-

tions. The frequency tuning characteristics of the FSS make

it well suitable in applications for adaptive environments

such as a tunable radome or adaptive shielding of unwanted

wireless signals.

Several designs of reconfigurable FSS (RFSS) have been

proposed in the literatures [4]–[6]. By using a magnetically

tunable ferrite substrate, a RFSS has been developed in [4].

However, the design suffers from slow tuning speed and

small tuning range. Some RFSSs have been designed

based on liquid crystals [5]–[7], whose dielectric con-

stant is altered by the bias voltage. But the tuning ranges
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of the liquid-crystal-based RFSS are relatively limited.

Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)-based RFSSs

are presented in [8]–[10]. Although MEMS devices are elec-

trostatically actuated two-state switched capacitors which can

provide continuous and smooth transitions between different

operating status, this approach demands complicated fab-

rication methods. Moreover, these solid-state switches suf-

fer from the nonlinearity and low isolation. Graphene-based

RFSS has also been reported in recent years [11]–[13], but

realizing such a structure is an enormous challenge due to the

difficulty in controlling the surface conductivity.

Active components such as varactors [14]–[17] and PIN

diodes [18]–[20] provide high-speed and wideband tuning

with a compact size and low cost for tuning microwave

devices. However, a DC voltage needs to be applied to the

active component and RF/DC isolation should also be con-

sidered. Compared with designing a bias for RF circuits,

it is more difficult for an FSS with active components. The

main reason is that the bias wires and the active components

consist of a new periodic structure which has to be added

into the FSS. The interaction between two periodic structures

exists inevitably, and hence the performances of original FSS

are significantly affected. So far, most of RFSS with active
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components are presented for absorbers and bandstop filters,

and very few bandpass RFSSs are proposed.

In this paper, an RFSS with a wide tunable passband is pre-

sented. A cross-loop slot was selected for the design. Because

its equivalent circuit consists of a parallelL-C resonant circuit

and a series L-C resonant circuit, both the transmission pole

and zero can be tuned. Varactor diodes are utilized to realize

the tuning of the passband. The effects of different bias con-

figurations on the transmission coefficient under the oblique

incidence were studied. The simulation results showed that a

wide reconfigurable passband ranged from 2.92 to 5.74 GHz

was realized. To verify the proposed design, the RFSS was

fabricated and measured.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents the circuit model and tuning principle

of the presented RFSS. Section III describes different bias

configurations and their effects. Section IV provides the fab-

rication and experimental verification. Finally, the conclusion

is drawn in Section V.

II. UNIT CELL DESIGN

It is well known that a parallel L-C circuit acts as a band-pass

filter and a series L-C circuit acts as a band-stop filter. The

resonant frequency of an L-C circuit, either a parallel circuit

or a series circuit, changes if L and/orC is altered. Practically

speaking, tuning C is cost-effective and easy to be achieved.

During designing a reconfigurable filter, a consideration of

using both parallel L-C circuit and series L-C circuit provides

more degree-of-freedom, compared with only one parallel or

series resonance circuit. Fig. 1(a) shows a filter with both

a parallel L-C resonant circuit and a series L-C resonant

circuit. The parallel L1-C1 provides a passband and the series

L2-C2 provides a stopband or transmission zero. The ABCD

matrix of the network can be written as
[

A B

C D

]

=





1 0
1

jωL1
1





[

1 0

jωC1 1

]









1 0
1
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1
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1 0
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where U1 = 1 − ω
2L1C1 and U2 = 1 − ω

2L2C2.

Using the conversion formula between Smatrix andABCD

matrix, S11 and S21 can be obtained [21] with

S11 =
−Z0

[

U1U2 − ω
2L1C2

]

j2ωL1U2 + Z0
[

U1U2 − ω2L1C2

] (2)

S21 =
j2ωL1U2

j2ωL1U2 + Z0
[

U1U2 − ω2L1C2

] (3)

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of ports. If

ω2 = 1
/

√

L2C2 (4)

FIGURE 1. Lumped filter and responses. (a) Circuit. (b) Responses of
different C1. (c) Responses of different C2.

then, |S11| = 1 and |S21| = 0, which means there is a

transmission zero at ω2.

While at frequencies ω1 or ω3 given by

ω
2
1 =

U3 −

√

U2
3 − 4L1C1L2C2

2L1C1L2C2
(5)

ω
2
3 =

U3 +

√

U2
3 − 4L1C1L2C2

2L1C1L2C2
(6)

where U3 = L1C1 + L2C2 + L1C2, |S11| = 0 and |S21| = 1

will be obtained. The result implies there are two transmission

poles at ω1 and ω3.

From (2) - (5), we know that one passband around ω1

and one stopband around ω2 can be obtained. Altering C1

changes the position of the transmission pole (ω1) but it

cannot changes the transmission zero (ω2). However, altering
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C2 changes not only the position of the transmission pole

but also the transmission zero. Fig. 1(b) and (c) show the

frequency responses with different C1 and C2, respectively.

The results were simulated with Ansys Electromagnetics

Suite (Circuit Designer). It can be seen from Fig. 1(b) that

the passband is altered but the transmission zero at about

8 GHz almost remain unchanged while only C1 is changed.

However, if C2 increases, both the passband and the trans-

mission zero decrease, as shown in Fig. 1(c). These results

illustrate that the circuit shown in Fig. 1(a) has characteristics

of both tunable passband and tunable stopband. In this paper,

we concentrate on the passband tuning.

For an FSS with a bandpass characteristic, different types

of slot elements have been presented [1]. Among those

elements, the cross-loop slot element, which is also called

as a four-legged loaded slot element, is often used. It is

polarization independent due to the 90◦ -rotational symmetry

structure. The electromagnetic behavior of the cross-loop slot

that shown on the left of Fig. 2(a) can be approximately

represented by the equivalent circuit model (ECM) shown

in Fig. 1(a). The center frequency and the bandwidth of the

passband are controlled not only by the inter-element spacing

but also by the shape of the element, including the length,

the gap and the width of the slot. The parameters of the

ECM shown in Fig. 1(a) can be mapped to the geometrical

dimensions of the FSS shown in Fig. 2(a) by using themethod

explained in [22]–[24].

In order to alter the passband of the FSS, we inserted four

tunable capacitors (VC2) across the slot in the diagonals,

FIGURE 2. Unit cell and responses. (a) Configurations. (b) Comparison of
|S 21| from ECM and HFSS.

as shown on the right of Fig. 2(a). The FSS with different

capacitances is simulated with Ansys electromagnetics suite

(HFSS). The comparison results of the ECM and HFSS are

shown in Fig. 2(b), and their corresponding parameters are

listed in Table 1. It is evident that they agree very well with

each other. It is worth to mention that the values of C1 and L2
differ slightly, and the dimensions (W1,W2,W3 and g1) of the

FSS are invariant. The possible reasons include the dispersion

of FSS or computational error. The differences between VC2

and C2 are always less than 0.08 ± 0.01 pF owing to the gap

capacitance. The cell size W1 is 12.5 mm, which is λ0/8 at

3 GHz.
TABLE 1. Parameters comparison.

III. DC BIAS NETWORK DESIGN

The varactor diode is often used in RF circuit design to tune

the resonant frequency because its capacitance is inversely

proportional to the square root of the applied voltage. A sim-

plified equivalent circuit of the varactor diode is shown

in Fig. 3 [25]. The parasitic inductance Ls is associated with

the package material, geometry and bonding wires or ribbons

of the diode. The inductance Ls is very small and can be

ignored at low frequencies, but it is considered as constant

at high frequencies. The series resistance, Rs, is a function

of the applied voltage and operating frequency, and can also

be considered constant too. The package capacitance CP is

the fixed parasitic capacitance arising from the installation

of the die in the package. The varactor junction capacitance

CJ is a function of the applied reverse DC voltage VR. The

relation between the junction capacitance CJ and the reverse

voltage VR is given by [25]

CJ =
CJ0

(

1 + VR
/

VJ
)M

(7)

whereCJ0 is the zero-bias junction capacitance,VJ is the junc-

tion potential, M is the grading coefficient. When increasing

the reverse bias (VR), the junction capacitance (CJ) decreases.

The tunable capacitors shown in Fig. 2 (a) can be realized

by using the varactor diodes. For tuning the FSS, the var-

actors can provide high-speed and wideband tuning with a

FIGURE 3. Equivalent circuit of a varactor diode [25].
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compact size. However, a DC voltage needs to be applied

as a reverse bias across each diode to alter its capacitance,

and the RF/DC isolation also must be considered. We now

describe how we add a DC bias network for the presented

RFSS, and investigate the effects of different bias. As shown

in Fig. 4(a), we placed four varactor diodes back to back

in one element, that is to say, the cathode of each diode is

connected with one leg of the inner cross and all anodes

are connected to the outer conductor. One narrow strip is

placed on the bottom layer and one via in the center of the

cell connects the top layer and bottom layer. It is a quite

neat structure, but the FSS exhibits polarization sensitivity,

namely, the passbands are different for distrinct polarizations.

Fig. 4(b) shows the transmission coefficient |S21| of different

polarizations. The passband of TE polarization is increased

significantly because an additional inductance L3 is paralleled

to L1 (shown in Fig. 1(a)) and the total equivalent inductance

is reduced after the DC bias is added.

FIGURE 4. Structure and |S21| of DC bias with only one strip.
(a) Structure. (b) |S21| of different polarizations.

To realize the polarization independence, a cross strip

was used to replace the single strip, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 5(c) shows the |S21| of the oblique incidence on the

xz plane with an incident angle of 30◦. It is observed from the

figure that three singularities or transmission zeros emerge at

6.4, 8 and 9.8 GHz for the TM polarization, but no singularity

appears for the TE polarization. Even worse, the singularity

at 6.4 GHz happens to appear within the passband and the

frequency response was significantly affected. Rotating the

cross 45 degrees, as shown in Fig. 5(b), reduces the center

frequency of the passband and makes the singularities out-

of-band. Fig. 5(d) shows the simulation results. Comparing

Fig. 5(c) and (d), it is seen that the passband is reduced from

FIGURE 5. Different bias setups and the transmission coefficients under
oblique incident of 30◦. (a) Cross bias network. (b) Tilt-cross bias network.
(c) |S 21| of FSS with cross bias. (d) |S 21| of FSS with tilt-cross bias.

around 6 GHz to near 4.8 GHz, and two singularities arise at

around 6.4 and 6.6 GHz.

It is evident that these singularities only appear in the TM

mode. Under oblique incidence, the electric field is parallel

to the metallic surface for the TE mode, but tilt to the metallic

surface for the TM mode. The tilted electric field of the TM

mode induces two opposite currents flow along two close and

opposite edges of the slot at 6.4 GHz, as shown in the left

of Fig. 6(a). The electromagnetic fields produced by these

two closed opposite currents do not radiate because they are

cancelled with each other. The result means that the slot

together with the varactor is resonant at 6.4 GHz. The current

distribution of the TM mode at 8 GHz is shown in the left

of Fig. 6(b). The currents on the top layer converge to the

via and then flow along the biasing cross in the opposite

direction. The via and two crosses form a resonant circuit

at 8 GHz under the oblique incidence. Rotating the biasing
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FIGURE 6. Current distributions under oblique incidence at 30◦.
(a) 6.4 GHz. (b) 8 GHz.

cross increases the equivalent inductance of the cross and

decreases the resonance frequency from 8 to 6.6 GHz. The

current distributions of the TE mode at 6.4 and 8 GHz are

shown in the right of Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The

induced currents mainly flow along the axis of inner cross

and radiate the electromagnetic power. Thus, the singularities

only appear in the TM mode under the oblique incidence.

The next step is to remove the singularities excited by the

tilt-cross, or at least to shift them far away from the passband.

In designing RF circuits, the inductive chokes are often used

for the suppression of electromagnetic interference (EMI)

and radio frequency interference (RFI) from power supply

lines and for prevention of malfunctioning of power electron-

ics device. Lumped inductors are utilized in low frequency

circuits, while distributed inductors such as meander lines

and spiral inductors are often used in high frequency circuits.

Unfortunately, both lumped inductors and distributed induc-

tors are unsuitable for designing active filtering FSS. Firstly,

the distributed inductor which is added to each element will

produce another periodic structure and greatly affect the char-

acteristics of the original FSS. Secondly, a lumped induc-

tor always has a self-resonant frequency (SRF). Due to the

parasitic effects of a lump inductor, the capacitive reactance

dominates its impedance at the frequencies above the SRF.

Fortunately, the varactor diode operates in a reverse-biased

state. Thus, a very low DC current flows through the device.

Instead of using an inductor, a lumped or distributed resistor

can be utilized for suppression of EMI. In the design, four

lumped resistors of 20 k� were embedded into the tilt cross

and placed just under the slot. Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the con-

figuration and the simulation results of |S21|, respectively. It is

observed from Fig. 7(b) that only one singularity emerges at

6.4 GHz under 30◦ oblique incidence. The second singularity

shown in Fig. 5 has been removed. It is worthwhile to men-

tion that the frequency of the singularity is altered with the

tuning of the varactors. The in-band insertion loss does not

increase significantly after the resistors are added, owing to

the resistors block the AC current flow along bias lines to the

DC source.

FIGURE 7. |S 21| of RFSS fed by a tilt-cross with lumped resistors under
the oblique incidence. (a) Configuration. (b) |S 21|.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed RFSS with a tunable passband was realized

after the tunable unit cell of bandpass FSS and the DC

bias network were properly designed. Simulation results of

|S21| with different capacitances under the normal incidence

are shown in Fig. 8. The center frequency of the passband

decreases from 5.74 to 2.92 GHz with increasing of the

capacitance from 0.1 to 0.8 pF.

To verify the design and simulation results discussed

above, a prototype of the RFSS was fabricated using the

standard printed circuit board (PCB) technology. The FSS

was etched on the F4B substrate whose thickness and relative

permittivity are 0.508 mm and 2.2, respectively. The overall

size of the fabricated structure was 200 mm× 200 mm,

in which there are 16 × 16 cells. The dimensions of W1, W2

and W3 are 12.5, 10.5 and 2 mm, respectively. The photo of

the prototype is shown in Fig. 9(a).

Practically, it is not easy to find a varactor diode which

has nice feature of very low capacitance and high capacitance

ratio. SMV2201-040LF from Skywork Solutions, Inc. was

chosen for our experiment [25]. Its junction capacitance CJ

is changed from 0.24 to 0.8 pF if the reverse voltage VR

decreases from 18 to 4 V. The model parameters shown

in Fig. 3 are Cp = 0.075 pF, LS = 0.45 nH, RS =

5.41�, respectively. The diodes in a cell were back-to-back

38352 VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 8. Simulation |S 21| of RFSS.

FIGURE 9. (a) Photo of the prototype. (b) Photo of the measurement
setup.

soldered across the slot. The lumped resistors of 20 k� with

0402 package were used.

Figure 9(b) shows the measurement setup. The presented

RFSS was measured in an anechoic chamber by using

Keysight N5234A. In order to ensure the antenna was work-

ing at the far field range within testing band, the space

between transmitting antenna (TX) or receiving antenna (RX)

and the RFSS was 0.8 m. The aperture of two horn antennas

for testing is 75 mm × 75 mm. The RFSS was surrounded

with the commercial absorbent foam to reduce the effect of

the edge diffraction.

Fig. 10 shows the comparison between the simulation and

measurement results. Measured |S21| under three different

reversed bias voltages, 4, 8 and 18V are shown in Fig. 10(a).

The corresponding junction capacitors of varactor diodes are

0.8, 0.4 and 0.24 pF, which are given in the datasheet of

the varactor diode. It is evident that the measured passband

decreases from 4.66 to 2.92 GHz with the decreasing of the

FIGURE 10. (a) |S 21| measured under different reversed voltages and
simulated with different capacitances. (b) results of the oblique incidence
at 30◦.

reversed voltage from 18 to 4 V. Fig. 10(b) shows the results

under the oblique incidence at 30◦. Some discrepancies exist

between the simulation and measurement results. All mea-

surement insertion losses are a little bit larger than that of the

simulation results, especially at the low frequencies where

the varactors were operated under the low bias voltages.

In the measured TM curve, a small ripple appears around

the singularity which is shown in the simulated TM result.

The main reason for these deviations might be the trunca-

tion of the structure, because an infinite periodic array was

simulated by using one cell and Floquet ports in HFSS, but

only a finite array has been fabricated and measured. Another

reasonmight be because some distribution parameters such as

the package and soldered dot of the varactor diodes were not

taken into account during the simulations.

TABLE 2. A comparison between this work and some existing works.

A comparison between the designed tunable FSS and some

existing tunable FSSs with some tuning mechanism is pro-

vided in Table 2 in terms of the tuning range and insertion
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loss. The table shows that the proposed FSS improved the

tuning range up to 46%.

V. CONCLUSION

AnRFSSwith a wide reconfigurable passband is presented in

this paper. The unit cell was designed with a cross-loop slot,

which has an equivalent circuit consisting of both parallel

and series resonances. The passband and stopband of the

RFSS are tuned by using varactor diodes. The DC bias net-

work which is indispensable for varactor diodes significantly

affects the transmission coefficient of the RFSS. Three differ-

ent configurations were investigated. Adding lumped resis-

tors into the bias lines can mitigates the singularity excited

by the bias network. The simulation results show that the

passband of the RFSS decreases from 5.74 to 2.92 GHz with

increasing of the capacitance from 0.1 to 0.8 pF, under the

conditions of most model parameters of the varactor diodes

were considered. The presented RFSS has been fabricated

and measured. The measured passband is decreased from

4.66 to 2.92 GHz with the decreasing of the reversed voltage

from 18 to 4 V.
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